
Our “Trendy Treatments” are a group of patterns designed for the 
home sewer with limited experience sewing home decor items.  It is 
required that you have good sewing skills.  You should feel confident 
and comfortable at the sewing machine.  A terminology list is 
provided and a free instructional video is available at 
www.workroommarketplace.com.

This tailored swag is easy to make. It is designed to hang from medallions.  A single pleat
allows the swag to drape gracefully. One side of the swag flips over to show the contrast
lining.  You can use more than one swag on a window.  Various design options are given.
When using more than one swag, two swags can attach to the same medallion.

The pattern gives you width sizes of 20” to 36”. The swag hangs 18”  deep and has a droop
area of 4” to 5”.  It can be altered in depth and width.  When increasing the width of the
pattern, seams may have to be added.

Fabric Suggestions:  Soft fabrics with body should be used.  Heavy upholstery fabrics can be
used, as bulk is not a problem.  Stripes can be used.  Self or constrast lining is needed.

YARDAGE

Your swag size would be from center of medallion to center of medallion.  The droop amount
is already added to the pattern.  To use the pattern without altering, swag sizes should be
between 20” and 36”.

Upright Cut (The pattern will be placed upright on the fabric.  The selvage of the fabric will be vertical of the
window.)

Lengthwise Cut (The pattern will be placed lengthwise on the fabric.  The selvage will be horizontal of the
window.)

20” width............................ the pattern is........................... 31” wide x 19”deep
24” width............................ the pattern is........................... 35” wide x 19”deep
28” width............................ the pattern is........................... 39” wide x 19”deep
32” width............................ the pattern is........................... 43” wide x 19”deep
36” width............................ the pattern is........................... 46” wide x 19”deep

Same amount of lining and interlining is needed.  (Using interlining is optional)

TRIM (Trims must be able to curve)  Trim goes on the bottom edge only.

20” valance..........................40”              32” valance..........................51”
24” valance .........................44”              36” valance..........................55”
28” valance..........................47”

Buttons are optional.  These can be used on the swag flip side to hold the fabric in place or for decoration.
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